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Minutes of a Meeting of the 
ANIMAL CONTROL SUB-COMMITTEE  

held in the Committee Room, District Administration Building, Seymour Street, Blenheim on 
MONDAY, 30 JANUARY 2017 commencing at 1.00 pm 

Present 
Clrs J A Arbuckle, (Chairperson), L M Shenfield, N P Taylor 

In Attendance 
Clrs G A Hope, C J Brooks, Ms S Lines (Environmental Protection Officer/Contract Manager), Ms J Robertson 
(Environmental Protection Officer), Ms K McIlveney (In-House Lawyer), Ms K O’Hagan and Mr P Murphy 
(Maataa Waka/Animal Control) and Ms N Chauval (Committee Secretary), Jane Buckman and Sue McDonald 
(Renwick Smart & Connected) 

X.16/17.229 Confirmation of Previous Minutes – 6 July 2016 
Clrs Arbuckle/Shenfield 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 6 July 2016 be taken as read and confirmed as a true 
and correct record. 

Carried 

X.16/17.230 Committee Goals  
Clr Arbuckle advised members that there had been an informal meeting of the Sub-Committee held prior to 
Christmas. At this meeting it had been agreed to have five key areas that the Committee would focus on. The 
areas identified – Bylaws, Contractor, Review Fees, Education and Infrastructure and would be included on the 
agenda as a standard item. It was noted that as they are dealt with they will be ticked off. 

Bylaws 
It was noted that Council’s Reserve & Amenities Officer, Robert Hutchinson, had indicated an interest in making 
minor amendments to the bylaw also the Blenheim Business Association has been discussing the possibility of 
allowing dogs into the CBD.  

It was reported that there would need to be some type of formal notification to proceed further. 

Members were advised that the Dog Bylaw was last reviewed in 2012 and is not required to be reviewed for 10 
years. It was noted that a full or partial review of the bylaw can be undertaken at any time and a decision will 
need to be made on whether to undertake a review. 

Contractor 
Maataa Waka is the contractor and it is important to keep them up-to-date and vice versa. It was noted that 
regular attendance of Animal Control management to provide feedback to the Sub-Committee is important 

Review Fees 
Current fee structure is unsustainable. A review of the dog fees will include looking at a new structure. It was 
noted that there are a number of examples around the country currently being used.  

Education 
The following was noted: 

• Dog safety programmes in schools organised by Animal Control’s, Carol Schofield. These times are limited 
due to school curriculum constraints. Carol is also seeking other ways to keep responsible dog ownership at 
the forefront of people’s minds. 
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• Animal Control working with Council on how best to inform our next generation of dog owners on being 
responsible dog owners. 

• Responsible dog ownership programmes available to owners who have come to the attention of Animal 
Control. 

• Peter Murphy advised that the Master Pet Assn has donated a number of giveaways for responsible dog 
owners. These will be distributed during the Responsible Dog Ownership campaign run in February. Areas 
targeted will be the Taylor River and other places where dogs are frequently walked.  

It was agreed that Shelley Lines, in conjunction with Peter Murphy, organise for Karen Fisher to publish an 
article on the Responsible Dog Owner campaign on the Council page and social sites.  

Infrastructure 
Dog parks for Blenheim, Renwick and Picton. 

Dog equipment in off lead dog areas. 

Clr Arbuckle/Taylor 
That the Committee Goals be accepted and continue as standard agenda items. 

Carried 

X.16/17.231 Renwick Dog Park  
Tabling the PSI Report, Foxes Island 
Clr Arbuckle provided background to members regarding the establishment of a dog park. He noted that the 
Fox’s Island site had been identified last year as a potential site but there had been concerns raised due to the 
area being classified as a HAIL site.  

It was noted that a Preliminary Site Inspection has been completed and copies were circulated to those present 
(Trim Record: 1710529). It was noted that the information in the report has been shared with Council’s CEO and 
Management. 

Clr Arbuckle discussed the report and noted that any remedial work done on the site would trigger a resource 
consent to proceed with any development.  

Clr Hope spoke to the item and noted that the Preliminary Site Inspection report has taken a cautionary 
approach. The report contained two recommendations for minimising any risk - fencing off the site or placing an 
engineered clay cap over the landfill and these were discussed.  

It was noted that it is in a strategic location and has potential for other uses as Clr Hope advised that he had 
been approached about utilising the gravel pit as an outdoor amphitheatre.  It could also provide a space where 
information on being a good dog owner and events of interest to dog owners could be placed. 

Clr Brooks advised members that Murray Newman, who is a local community person and contractor, had offered 
his assistance with an remediation work that was undertaken.  

It was noted that it is a great space and would fit into a number of different categories to access different types of 
funding and other revenue streams. 

It was suggested that the whole area would need to be investigated to determine whether any remediation work 
was required but the starting point for this group is the area identified for the dog park with the other areas within 
the site being remediated in stages. 

Clrs Arbuckle/Taylor: 
That further investigation be undertaken on the remediation work required to make the site fit for public 
access and a report be provided to the Assets & Services Committee. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Hope, Jane Buckman and Sue McDonald withdrew from the meeting at 1.45pm 
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Revisit Giesen Centre Renwick - Other sites to lease 
Clr Arbuckle advised that a site visit had been undertaken and noted that if remediation works of Fox’s Island 
would take some time it was suggested revisiting the possibility of utilising the Giesen Centre as a temporary 
measure. Clr Brooks also noted that there is a piece of land adjoining the park that also has the potential as a 
temporary dog park. 

Members were advised that it is a relatively large site and more than big enough for a dog park. Noted that it is 
privately owned but it could be up for lease. It was noted that it does have water on site. There could potentially 
be an issue on parking but it was suggested that there is enough room. It was suggested that a site visit be 
undertaken. 

Below is an aerial of the proposed site.  

 

In response to a query on whether there would be any issues for Council leasing land, Kay McIlveney advised 
that there would be no more implications by leasing it than by owning it and it is certainly an option that could be 
progressed. 

It was agreed that the land owner be contacted to determine whether the land is available for lease to use as a 
pop up dog park. It was noted that if the site was progressed anything that we put on the site ie; agility equipment 
etc can be easily moved. 

Clrs Arbuckle/Shenfield: 
1. Staff to investigate use of the land for a Pop Up Dog Park owned by Debbie Powell (Lot 3 

DP343153). 

2. That contact is made with the land owner, Ms Powell, once it is determined that it is possible to 
have a Pop Up Dog Park. 

3. Committee to undergo a site visit with Clr Brook if Council approval received; or  

4. Work with the Renwick S+C group until the Fox’s Island proposal is reported to with the Assets & 
Services Committee. 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Brooks withdrew from the meeting at 2.00 pm 

X.16/17.232 Blenheim Dog Park  
It was noted that members had completed a site visit and it has been determined that as it is a HAIL site a PSI 
report would be required.  

It was noted that area has been designated as a dog park and that in the long run some testing will need to be 
undertaken. It was noted that the group needed to decide whether we go ahead with the report or hold off until 
Renwick sites are progressed further. It was noted that the group is keen to get action on a number of sites 
happening. 

Giesen Sports and 
Events Centre 

Proposed area 
for dog park 
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Clr Shenfield noted that people are already using the Blenheim sites and she has spoken to a number of dog 
owners and they are keen to have an area for their dogs to be able to have a bit of terrain.  

It was noted that there is Chilean Needle Grass warning signage up around the site and this needs to be 
investigated to get some understanding of the implications before progressing. 

Shelley Lines suggested that there is the possibility of gauging dog owner interest by including a question in the 
Dog Satisfaction Survey on the option of a dog park. This survey is sent out annually with the registration packs 
and replies back would be received in August. The registration forms go out in early June. It was noted that the 
response from the last survey was really positive. This could give us really valid information going forward. 

Clrs Arbuckle/Taylor: 
1. That Shelley Lines discuss with Jono Underwood on providing a biosecurity report to the 

Committee on the Chilean Needlegrass issue on the proposed area. 

2. That a PSI to be completed for the site and that tenders for this be sought. The tenders received 
will be presented at the next meeting where a decision will be made. 

ATTENDANCE: Clr Brooks withdrew from the meeting at 2.15 pm. 

X.16/17.233 Dog Policy & Bylaws Status Quo  
Members were advised that Council is currently doing a review of a lot of the bylaws but it doesn’t include dogs 
at this stage the Dog Bylaw was last reviewed in 2012 and is not required to be reviewed for a period of 10 years. 
It was noted that we can do a minor one in between and it was advised that there had been a few ideas put 
forward.  

It was noted that the Clr Fitzpatrick has been in discussions with the Blenheim Business Association regarding 
ideas on dogs in the CBD and also Robert Hutchinson have pointed out a few areas and Robin Dunn have ideas 
on possible amendments to the bylaw. Kaye McIlveney explained the options in initiating a review if the 
Committee decided to. 

Clr Shenfield suggested that the BBA come to the a Committee meeting to discuss dogs in the CBD. It was noted 
that Clr Arbuckle has spoken with Anthony Mullen and this is where BBA want to head and he said that he wants 
to put that in writing. Once this is received invite to a meeting. 

It was noted that Picton does allow dogs and this appears to be working well.  

There was some discussion on cafes with seating outside. It was noted that these areas are leased from Council 
so Council still has a say. It was also noted that through the Health Regulation Act dogs can’t be inside where 
food preparation and cooking is being undertaken.  

It was noted that Council has left it up to the Picton café owners to manage the outdoor seating areas in that they 
sort out any disgruntled customers and police it which seems to be working fine. It was noted that feedback 
received from the Health Organisation is that it is the seagulls/birds that actually cause more problems than the 
dogs sitting under the seats. 

X.16/17.234 Bylaw Review 
Kaye McIlveney will be attending the Councillor workshop today and will present where the review is at. It was 
noted that the Animal Bylaw has a few amendments and these were discussed. 

Ms McIlveney noted that it has been relatively complicated to draft but hopefully have the balance right in terms 
of the policy. 

Peter Murphy noted that with regards to cats, he had had a meeting with the SPCA this morning and they are 
being bombard with complaints of excessive in cats around the town and is wanting to get a grant from the Lotto 
Commission to reintroduce the desexing of cats. SPCA are putting a proposal forward and is wanting to know 
whether Council would be willing to support her in this and whether Council would consider submitting a letter of 
support. It was noted that there would be nothing else expected of Council. 
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It was suggested that a written request from the SPCA be put to Council, attention Shelley/Clr Arbuckle for 
consideration.   

Members were advised that the Bylaws would go out for public submission and then the Bylaws for dogs can be 
dealt with at any time until 2022 when they will have to be reviewed. 

Clrs Arbuckle/Shenfield  
That the information be received. 

Carried 

ATTENDANCE: Kaye McIlveney withdrew from the meeting at 2.25 pm. 

X.16/17.235 Animal Control – Patrols 
Peter Murphy advised members that they have been very busy as they are a staff member down, they are 
currently in the process of interviewing for the position. 

Patrols are going well but noted that there has been a number of complaints that there is not enough signage for 
prohibited dog areas, particularly in the CBD. It was noted that it appears to transient people rather than locals. It 
was noted that the feedback received is that it’s not clear on where they can and can’t go. It is noted on the 
website but it was suggested that visitors might not necessarily know where to get this information. 

Mr Murphy advised members on signage in parks and noted that it could be better. Noted there has been 
damage done to previous signs and these have not been reinstated. It was suggested that descent sized signs 
be posted on entrances to parks with smaller plastic ones on the barriers could be useful but overall the more 
signage the better. 

Ms Lines noted that it is hard to capture everything as Reserves have management plans which includes signage 
so need to work in with them as don’t want an overkill of negative signage. 

It was noted that with the upgrade of the Blenheim CBD there had been no collaboration with Animal Control on 
dog information being included on the signs. We have asked that at the time of replacing any signs or installing 
new ones on any reserves that they check whether the dog symbols on them. 

Noted will come back at the next meeting with statistics which are on the patrolling spreadsheets that we receive 
and can have an outline of what signage of areas of reserves need to be upgraded and looked at. 

Noted the Committee is supportive of signage where it is possible and if there are issues then Animal Control 
raise directly with Shelley and then update members at following Committee meeting. 

Mr Murphy noted that Harling Park is causing a bit of confusion regarding where dogs are allowed on and off the 
leash. Following general discussion it was agreed that this could be dealt with when the Dog Control bylaw 
comes up for review. 

Clr Arbuckle/Taylor 
That the information be received. 

X.16/17.236 Doggy Do Stations - Harling Park, Rarangi DOC land, 
Beach Road, Waikawa 

Members were updated on the following actions points from the 6 July 20016 meeting : 

o Purchase Doggy Do pods for Beach Road, Picton for a three month period and Rarangi. 

Shelley advised that the doggy do pod at Rarangi has not been progressed due to trying to work in with DOC 
in working out the best place along the reserve to put it. Need to do some more investigating. 

The Picton Reserve at Beach Road has a rubbish bin and T-pole with bags put on. Shelley has not had 
confirmation back from Robert whether the pods were purchased because at that time there was a huge 
costing to install the rubbish bins.  
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Shelley confirmed that there is a new rubbish bin at Beach Road not a pod.  Members were advised that she 
will chase up Robert Hutchison to see if the pods were purchased as have not seen any invoices for pod 
purchases. Shelley clarified that rubbish bins with T-poles serves the same purpose as the pods.  

o Clr Arbuckle advised on the issue with no rubbish bins in Harling Park and noted that it is a high use park. It 
was noted a recent quote of $4371 was for a bin/pod and removal of bags for one year. It was noted that 
Harling Park has two entrance ways so it would be close to $8742 this would include the operational costs ie; 
emptying rubbish bins. 

There was general discussion on whether we put in a post with bags at approximately $6-$800. This wouldn’t 
eliminate the issue of people dumping bags. It was noted that if there is a rubbish bin in a reserve already the 
pole is attached and there are no extra operational costs as the bins are already being emptied.  

Mr Murphy noted that Animal Control could step up patrols but it would not be sustainable long term but would 
be something that could be done as an initial response.  

It was suggested that there needed to be a broader discussion with Reserves/Council about the future 
direction on disposal units for Doggy Do Stations and this could be done around the Bylaw/Long Term Plan to 
get Harley Park sorted the way we want it.  

Members were advised that Reserves have been covering the costs for signage for bins and the pods which 
is not sustainable. 

Clrs Shenfield/Taylor 
1. Noted as to be added to the bylaw review. 

2. Animal Control to increase patrols at Harling Park in the short term. 

3. Education through Council Thursday page and social media to tie in with increased patrols. Tied 
in with February as part of the good ownership programme. 

4. Wider LTP discussion on rubbish bins and in reserves. 

X.16/17.237 General Business 
Springlands Vet proposal 
Clr Arbuckle advised members that Springlands Vet was intending to gift a dog pod station for along the Taylor 
River. It was noted that they wanted to use composting bags and the system that Council has meant that the 
bags would still end up in the land fill which defeats the purpose of composting bags.  

It was noted that they are still willing to talk but only if we could find a composting system.  

Members were advised on the composting system which is quite costly. It was suggested that the information on 
bags etc be passed to Alec McNeil to have a look at and provide a report back to the Committee. 

It was noted that the Vet Centre would purchase the pod station and were quite willing to keep supplying the 
bags so it is the disposing of the bags that would fall to Council. 

It was suggested that depending on what Alec comes back with this type of environmentally doggy do option 
could be put in the purpose built dog park area which would be a bigger collection area. 

Clr Arbuckle advised that he wanted to change the date of the next meeting from 24 April to the 3 April 2017 to 
coincide with the Council workshop on the same day. 
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Action 

 Description  Who’s Responsible Action Required By 

1. Contact Karen Fisher to discuss publishing an 
article on the February Responsible Dog 
Owner campaign. 

Shelley Lines and Peter 
Murphy 

As soon as possible. 

2. Confirmation that it is ok to lease land from the 
Powells (8 Inkerman Street, Renwick) for a dog 
park.  

Shelley As soon as possible. 

3. Determine zoning for the land. Shelley As soon as possible. 
4. Contact number of land owner to Cynthia  Shelley As soon as possible. 
5. Contact land owner to confirm whether they 

would be willing to proceed. 
Cynthia As soon as possible. 

6. Organise site visit for Committee Members to 
the Powell property.  

Shelley As soon as possible. 

7. Meet with Jono Underwood to provide a 
biosecurity report to the Committee on the 
Chilean Needlegrass issue on the proposed 
area. 

Shelley Before next meeting 
3 April 2017 

8. That tenders for the completion of a PSI on the 
proposed Blenheim dog park site be called. 
The tenders received will be presented at the 
next meeting where a decision will be made. 

Shelley Before next meeting 
3 April 2017 as tenders 
will be presented at this 
meeting. 

9. Advise SPCA to put in writing their proposal to 
submit to the Lotto Commission for funding for 
the desexing of cats. Attention Shelley/Clr 
Arbuckle for consideration.   

Shelley Before next meeting – 
3 April 2017 

10. Provide statistics from the patrolling 
spreadsheets and have an outline of what 
signage in areas of reserves need to be 
upgraded and looked at. 

Shelley Before next meeting 
3 April 2017 

11. Continue investigating doggy do pods for 
Rarangi Beach. 

Shelley  

12. Contact Robert Hutchison to see if the pods 
were purchased for Beach Road. 

Shelley  

13. Contact Alec McNeil to provide a report to the 
Committee on cost effective options for 
disposing of compostable doggy do bags. 

Shelley  

 

The meeting closed at 3.05 pm. 

 

Record No. 1719588 
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